Markov chains are a common framework for individual-based state and time discrete models in ecology and evolution. Their use, however, is largely limited to systems with a low number of states, since the transition matrices involved pose considerable challenges as their size and their density increase. Big, dense transition matrices may easily defy both the computer's memory and the scientists' ability to interpret them, due to the very high amount of information they contain; yet approximations using other types of models are not always the best solution.
Introduction
Natural systems often possess inherently discrete states in space, time or both. Atoms, molecules and cells, organs, individuals, populations and taxa usually appear as distinct entities; along the time axis, the radiation cycles we use as the basis for atomic clocks, neuronal action potentials, developmental stages in an organisms life cycle, generations and the revolutions of the earth around the sun are examples for similar patterns.
Modeling these discrete systems as such can have advantages over continuous approximations. One of the earliest examples comes from thermodynamics (Planck, 1900) , where heat emission spectra could only be predicted correctly if energy comes in packets, known as quanta. This discovery led to the new field of quantum mechanics, which provided the necessary theory for understanding the photovoltaic effect (Einstein, 1905) , thus proving essential for the invention of solar cells. In biology, the re-discovery of Mendels rules and thus of the quantal nature of genetic heritability, at about the same time as Planck's famous speech, has had a similar impact on the study of evolution as the latter's research has had on thermodynamics (Ewens, 2004) . While most of the objects of biological research have long been recognised as discrete (e.g., the word individual literally means not dividable, a notion very similar to that of a quantum), we still struggle with understanding the processes, such as evolution, linking them to potential emergent properties (analogous to the physicists' heat spectra) at higher levels. Preserving the discrete nature of the natural system in our models may prove vital to scientific advance in biology.
Markov chains are a classical framework for modeling state and time discrete stochastic systems. Based on the assumption that the modeled system is memoryless (Markov property; Markov, 1906) , the basic model equation consists in multiplying a "start" vector, providing the state of the system at a given time, with a "step" matrix. This matrix holds the transition probabilities, which depend on the model parameters and typically remain constant through time, between all possible states of the system within one time step. By analysing the transition matrix, both the "short term" transient behaviour and the "long term" limiting behaviour of the model can be studied, thus putting the matrix at the centre of attention for the biological interpretation of the results. Markov chains and other related forms of matrix-based models, such as Leslie models in population dynamics, are already widely in use (e.g. Tyvand and Thorvaldsen, 2007; Keeling and Ross, 2009; Wakano et al., 2013) , and many textbooks detailing their mathematical properties have been written (e.g. Feller, 1971; Allen, 2011) .
However, the use of matrix-based models is often restricted to systems with a small number of states and/or transition matrices which are sparse, i.e. contain many zeros (compare Leslie matrices, Leslie, 1945, and many other examples) . This is largely due to the challenges arising from big, dense matrices: if all n states are quantitatively linked among themselves, there are n 2 values to be stored and referenced in subsequent calculations, and to be accounted for in an interpretation. Thus, even with access to supercomputers, discrete models of staterich systems can be daunting, which is why they are often either abandoned or replaced by a diffusion approximation based on the Fokker-Planck / Kolmogorov equations (Feller, 1971; Ethier and Kurtz, 1986) . As a result, the state and time discrete matrix model is turned into state and time continuous differential equations, which may impose additional limits on the parameter space, obscure relevant model properties or incur other interpretational problems (e.g. as discussed in (Gale, 1990) . The suitability of approximations merits a differentiated view, and should rather be based on the nature of the system and the desired quality of the result than on technical limitations.
An example for a time-discrete Markov chain model with a countable finite, though potentially very large, number of discrete states is the population genetic model from Stoeckel and Masson (2014) . It is an extension of a classic biallelic Wright-Fisher model, based on genotype frequencies and including partial asexuality and mutation. Although a diffusion approximation is widely used for allele frequency changes in biallelic Wright-Fisher models (compare Gale, 1990; Ewens, 2004) , here this does not seem to be an equally good solution. However, since the number of states is exponentially dependent both on the population size and the number of possible genotypes in the Stoeckel-Masson model (compare equation (2.1)), keeping the discrete framework soon leads to matrix sizes beyond the capacity of any present-day computer. As transition matrices from this model are always dense, i.e. contain only nonzero values, we hold that they might serve as a good example for a "worst case" in the numerical handling and interpretation of big (transition) matrices.
In this article, we suggest methods which may help in interpreting both the transient and limiting behaviour of state-rich Markov chains based on the transition matrix and its dominant eigenvector, as well as a method for approximating a dense transition matrix by a sparse substitute to facilitate regular handling on a PC. For the first part, we introduce notions from network analysis and extend them to provide clear and informative diagnostic views; for the second, we describe an algorithm which keeps a predefined percentage of information about the transient behaviour of the system, while at the same time ensuring matrix properties which are important for the model.
Model example
The population genetic model of Stoeckel and Masson (Stoeckel and Masson, 2014) describes the evolution of genotype frequencies based on a single locus with two alleles a and A in a fixed-size population of diploid, partially asexual organisms. States are defined as distributions of the N individuals in the population on the three possible genotypes (aa, aA, AA). The transition probabilities beween the states depend on a symmetric mutation rate µ and a constant rate of asexual reproduction c, defined as the probability that an individual in the next generation was derived asexually from a single parent.
Transition matrices M resulting from this model are generally square and dense -transitions between all states are possible in one step, although some of them (e.g. all individuals aa to all individuals AA) are very unlikely. The corresponding Markov chain is thus irreducible (single communicating class, no absorbing states) and aperiodic (period of all states equals one, same state possible in consecutive time steps). Since the mutation rate µ is symmetric, i.e. changes from a to A are just as likely as the inverse, M is also partially symmetric: if the transition probabilities from one particular state to all others have been calculated, swapping the names of all alleles also gives a correct result (compare figure 1 and 2 ). The notation in this article assumes left-stochastic matrices (columns represent the transition probabilities from one state to all others and thus sum to one), which implies that the limiting behaviour of the Markov chain is described by its transition matrices' (normalized) right eigenvector v to the eigenvalue with the largest absolute value (and multiplicity one, see Perron, 1907) , one.
The number of states in this model, and thus the size of the transition matrix M , depends on the one hand on the population size and on the other hand on the complexity of the genomic system being modeled, in particular the number of different genotypes possible. For a given number of genotypes g, the cardinality of the state space S (respective number of rows and columns in the transition matrix) in a genotype-based discrete stochastic model is:
From this equation it follows that the number of states increases exponentially with 1 + (g − 1)/(N + 1) for increasing N and with 1 + N/g for increasing g. For the number of possible genotypes, the ploidy level of the organism P, the number of (partially linked) loci L and their respective numbers of alleles A i , with i ∈ 1 . . . L, need to be taken into account:
Examples for the size of the resulting transition matrices are given in table 1. From these numbers, it is clear that a realistic "base-by-base" model of a full genome is still far beyond the capacity of current computer technology; however, many cases (biallelic SNPs, unlinked loci or blocks of completely linked loci) can already be interpreted based on the very simple one-locus/two-alleles model. It remains the dependence of |S| on the population size N , which is fortunately not as strong (for N > g − 1). To illustrate our methods, we will mostly use transition matrices derived for completely sexual populations (c = 0.0), a case for which both transient and limiting behaviour are generally known and interpretations can be easily verified (de Finetti, 1927; Ewens, 2004) . For the mutation rate, µ = 10 −6 was chosen as a plausible value based on experimental estimates (Kronholm et al., 2010) . N is either 5 (|S| = 21), 20 (|S| = 231) or 100 (|S| = 5151).
Visualisation
An intuitive first step in analysing the transient behaviour of a Markov chain model is a diagnostic visualisation of the transition matrix; ideally, it can also be used later on to summarize the results in an easily accessible way, thus providing a basis for a direct biological interpretation.
Heat map
A heatmap or histogram of the transition matrix, where the transition probabilities p are symbolised by colour/ shade or height, is perhaps the easiest way to visualise it (figure 1). In some cases, the resolution can be enhanced by an appropriate transformation of the range of values for p, for example by using a negative logarithm (
For big matrices, heat maps can be costly to produce (memory size) and are often still not very clear, due to the large number of cases. Yet they may help to recognise basic patterns (symmetries, groups of similar / more strongly connected states etc.) of potential value for finding more adapted visualisations / numerical methods. 
Network display
The duality between matrices and graphs (e.g. Allen, 2011; Aghagolzadeh et al., 2012) opens up an alternative way for the visualisation and mathematical analysis of either structure. In a graph G(V, E), the states of a Markov chain are thus represented as nodes/vertices V and the transitions as (weighted and directed) edges E connecting them, which is especially useful for sparse transition matrices.
For big, dense matrices, the amount of edges in the resulting complete multidigraph (of edge multiplicity two) equals the number of entries in the transition matrix and thus appears to prohibit all interpretation. We therefore developed methods, based on concepts from network theory, to selectively display edges and use the nodes to summarise information about each state of the model system. Thus a number of very clear synthetic representations can be constructed, taking into account different time scales: from one generation (based on M ) across t generations (based on M t ) up to the long-time equilibrium (dominant eigenvector of M , v).
To facilitate a biological interpretation, arranging the nodes according to biological "metadata" about the states can be very important. For our example model, where states represent distributions of individuals on three genotypes (aa, aA, AA) under a constant population size, we placed the nodes in a de Finetti diagram (see figure 2, de Finetti, 1927), a specialised ternary plot for such population genetic data. In other circumstances, parameters such as geographic location, trophic level, functional de- 3.2.1. Edges Most probable neighbor. This is the counterpart of a nearest neighbor if distances (edge weights) represent probabilities. For each state i, there are one or several states j which have the highest probability to be the destination of a transition in the next time step; tracing these connections gives the expectation for the one-step transient behaviour of the model. In our example, the most likely state for the next generation (figure 2) is always on or very near to the HardyWeinberg Equilibrium, which is represented by the curve going through (1/4; 1/2; 1/4) in the diagram.
Most probable path. This is the counterpart of a shortest path if distances (edge weights) represent probabilities. For each non-commutative pair of states i and j, there exists at least one series of consecutive edges connecting i to j along which the product of the edge weights is maximal. It can be determined by using an "ordinary" shortest path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra, 1959; Biswas et al., 2013 ) on a negative log transform of the transition matrix. The most probable path is the most likely trajectory of the model system to get from one state to another;
In our example (figure 2), a change from a population with only the aa genotype to one with only the AA genotype would closely follow the Hardy-Weinberg curve.
Flow threshold. Using the smallest probability along the most likely path between two nodes i and j as a threshold, very rare transitions can be excluded.
In our example (figure 2b, supplement), horizontal transitions along the base of the triangle, where no heterozygotes are produced despite of two homozygous genotypes being present in the population, would be excluded.
Nodes
Degree. For each node in a graph representing a dense matrix, the number of incoming (in-degree) and outgoing (out-degree) edges is equal to the number of nodes (matrix rows/columns). Differences only result from selective edge plotting and have to be interpreted according to context.
In our example (figure 2), the nodes with the highest in-degree are nearest neighbors to the largest number of nodes; if all states were equally likely at the current generation, those next to (0.25; 0.5; 0.25) on the Hardy-Weinberg curve would be the most likely in the next generation.
Betweenness-centrality. Based on the same concept as the most probable path, this can be redefined as the number of most probable paths passing through each node when connections between each pair of nodes are considered. It can be derived in a similar way as the most probable path, by applying a standard algorithm developed for additive distances to a negative log transform of the multiplicative probabilities in M . Nodes with a high betweennesscentrality represent frequent transient states.
In our example, these are all the states along the HardyWeinberg curve except for the fixation states (figure 2c, supplement).
Probabilities.
For each state i in the Markov chain model, several probabilities can be calculated -and displayed on the nodes -to describe both the transient and limiting behaviour: p stay probability to stay for one time step p stay (i) = p i,i , the probabilities on the matrix diagonal; for each state i this is the probability that the system remains at state i for the next time step ("stickiness"). This probability allows the easy detection of (near-)absorptive states. In population genetics, the fixation states {(N ; 0; 0), (0; 0; N )} are typical examples (figure 2).
p out probability to leave in one time step p out (i) = 1 − p i,i , the column sums of the matrix without the diagonal; for each state i this is the probability that the system changes state at the next time step ("conductivity"). Being the opposite of p stay , this probability allows the detection of states which are rarely occupied for consecutive time steps. In our example, these are the states where the population consists of an approximately even mixture of both homozygotes (central basis of the triangle) or only of heterozygotes (top of the triangle; figure 2b, supplement).
In contrast, the row sums of a left-stochastic matrix may exceed one and are thus not probabilities. As a result of the Markov property, a probability to arrive always depends on the state at the previous time step, which results in a number of possible definitions.
p(i|j) probability to arrive from state j in one time step p(i|j) = p j,i , j ∈ S, all probabilities in one column of the transition matrix; the probability distribution (mean, variance, skew according to arrangement of nodes) for transitions starting from one particular state. This allows the prediction of the most likely states for the next time step. In our example, the variance around the fixation states is much more limited than at the interior states of the triangle (figure 2c, supplement).
p in probability to arrive in one time step p in (i) = 1/(|S| − 1) · j p j,i for i = j, the row sums of the matrix divided by the number of states; probabilities to arrive at state i if all previous states are equally likely. This shows states which are generally very likely destinations for one-step transitions. In our example, these are the states around the Hardy-Weinberg curve (figure 2b, supplement). p ∞ in probability to arrive in an infinite run p ∞ in (i) = j p j,i · v j for i = j, the sum over the element-wise product of eigenvector and matrix row, without the diagonal; probabilities to arrive at state i if the likelihood of the previous states is distributed according to the limiting distribution. This shows the states which are the most frequent destination of transitions in an infinite run of the model.
In our example, these are the two states next to the fixation states where there is exactly one "foreign" allele ( figure 2c, supplement) .
, the eigenvector; probability to find the system at state i after infinitely many time steps, or proportion of time spent in each state averaged over infinitely many time steps (limiting distribution). This is the prediction for the most likely states independently of the start state.
As is well known for our example, these are the fixation states ( figure 2b, supplement) .
Others. For each modeled system, there might also be indices which are more specific to the scientific questions behind it. In our example, one such index is the expected time to fixation E(t f ix ), which can be easily derived if the fixation states are considered absorptive (Allen, 2011) .
For our example, the resulting graph in figure 2c shows that the expected time to fixation depends predominantly on the current state's allele frequencies.
Approximation
While the visualisation methods described in the previous section may help to structure and interpret data, they do not solve the memory size problem. On the contrary, some methods which involve eigenvector calculation (p ∞ in , p ∞ ) or finding the inverse of a matrix (E(t f ix )) are computationally expensive and may need a lot of time; this is further exacerbated by the limited availability of RAM as it is shared between the matrix and the algorithm's intermediate results. As we have seen (table 1) , some matrices also exceed the size of the RAM, but may yet be stored on a hard drive instead (serialisation); here calculations are even slower, since there are increased access times on top.
Multiple ways exist for increasing the maximum possible number of states in the model while keeping a better balance between speed and matrix size. One example consists in "virtualising" the matrix by iteratively calculating only those parts needed for a particular task (e.g. multiplication with a vector) without ever storing the entirety of all entries simultaneously. Whether this approach is faster than hard-drive storage depends on the hardware used and on the numerical complexity of constructing the matrix. Speed gains may be achievable by parallelisation, or even by simply reordering the states according to matrix symmetries (figure 1).
The method we present here takes a different route: limiting the amount of values to be stored by substituting a dense matrix with a sparse approximate having generally the same mathematical properties. Most near-zero values in the matrix -except for some which assure aperiodicity and irreducibility -will be rounded to zero and the remaining values rescaled to obtain a left-stochastic matrix again, thus making it possible to save memory space by omitting the zero entries. In contrast to, e.g., an approximation based on a flow threshold, our method could also be combined with iterative matrix calculation to construct the sparse approximate matrix directly or perform mathematical operations with a "virtual" sparse matrix.
The algorithm iterates over all columns of the transition matrix M and excludes (almost) all values which, in total, contribute less than a threshold value s ∈ [0, 1] to the column sum:
1. create a permutation R of the row indices so that the corresponding entries are ranked according to size:
find the minimal rank (index of R) so the corresponding entries sum at least to the threshold value s r ← min(k) for ← 0 for all k with k > r ∨ R k / ∈ {(i − 1, i, i + 1) mod |S|} 6. rescale the column to sum to 1
The first two steps, together with the rounding in step five, form the core of the algorithm (compare figure 3) , steps three and four prevent distortions and the others ensure the continued validity of those matrix properties we considered essential in the context of Markov chains. Irreducibility is assured by keeping at least one outgoing and one incoming transition probability (step five), aperiodicity by keeping the main diagonal (step five), and the rescaling of each column ensures left-stochasticity of the matrix (step six). On the contrary, the property that one-step transitions are possible between all states is deliberately given up.
Both the efficiency (density of the resulting matrix) and the bias vary according to the value of s and the distribution of values in the original matrix. If s is low or the probability distribution in the column is highly uneven, more values will be discarded (compare figure 3) ; since s has to be determined heuristically, we recommend testing successively increasing values.
Different ways of estimating the bias introduced by this approximation method are possible. The sum of the difference between the entries of the approximate and original matrices has a theoretical upper limit of (1 − s) · |S|. Alternatively, we used the bias in the limiting distributions resulting from approximate and original matrix as a criterion: a population genetic parameter commonly cited as a reference in estimating the rate of asexual reproduction is F IS (e.g. Halkett et al., 2005) , thus we were interested in determining the effect of the approximation on the longterm probability distribution of F IS .
The value of s can be optimised so that the bias of the approximation does not interfere with the biological interpretation of results. As can be seen in figure 4, the differences in the long-term expected distribution of F IS between two values of c, determined from the approximate matrices, closely follow those obtained from the original matrices. The example is based on a case (population size big, mutation rate small and asexuality rare) where the expected differences are extremely small the p-value derived from a G-test of the two distributions is at the order of 10 −6 (original matrices) to 10 −3 (approximate matrices) -but even after rounding more than 92% (s = 0.99) of the matrix entries to zero, the F IS distributions remain largely unchanged. While the approximate matrices are less suitable for the fine-scale quantitative analysis of rare cases (e.g. left and right tails of the distribution in figure 4) , they still provide sufficiently accurate probability distributions to allow a correct biological interpretation. full size A B [-0.9[-0.8[-0.7[-0.6[-0.5[-0.4[-0.3[-0.2[-0.1[0.0 [0.1 [0.2 [0.3 [0.4 [0.5 [0.6 [0.7 [0.8 [0. [-0.9[-0.8[-0.7[-0.6[-0.5[-0.4[-0.3[-0.2[-0.1[0.0 [0.1 [0.2 [0.3 [0.4 [0.5 [0.6 [0.7 [0.8 [0. Figure 4 : Comparison of the limiting distribution of F IS for N = 100, µ = 10 −6 , c = {0.0, 0.1}. A. probability distributions based on the original (filled symbols) and the approximate (unfilled symbols) matrix B. pairwise differences between probability distributions, biologically interesting distances marked by triangles. full size
Discussion
While computational models involving big, dense matrices still remain a challenge, the difficulties are not necessarily insurmountable. As we have shown, some basic tools such as network theory and sparse data formats may be sufficient to allow the calculation, visualisation and interpretation of dense, state-rich Markov chain transition matrices. Our commented source code is freely available and may easily be adapted to fit the requirements of other models. Combinations with other approaches, e.g. parallelisation or the use of algorithms for sparse matrices (inspired by Gambin and Pokarowski, 2001; Bušic et al., 2012, or others) , are also possible. This opens up new horizons for the description of state-rich discrete stochastic models in ecology and evolutionary biology, providing an alternative to diffusion approximations for situations when these are not suitable.
Using the conceptual likeness between Markov chains and networks appears to be a promising route towards an effective tool in interpreting state-rich models. The representations we found provide results which are congruent to those obtained from previous models (de Finetti, 1927; Ewens, 2004) , with the additional benefit of providing a sense for the expected natural variation due to the stochasticity of the model. While de Finetti diagrams are rather specific to our example, representing Markov Chains by networks is not and many other layouts are possible. Efficient illustrations are not a substitute for strict mathematical analysis, yet can be a guide and reference in the process.
Sparse approximations of big, dense transition matrices may be an additional way to overcome technological limitations. However, both effectiveness and bias of the approximation are largely dependent on the matrix entries. Using our algorithm, the approximation accuracy can be sufficiently increased by changing the parameter s, while at the same time allowing a very high efficiency due to a pronounced skew in the probabilities within each column of the sample matrix. To estimate the bias, especially in derived values such as F IS , it is still necessary to calculate the original matrix once for the sake of comparison. Otherwise, the approximate matrix can be directly constructed by iterating over columns.
Individual-based models are becoming more and more popular in biology (Black and McKane, 2012) , which will further increase the frequency of encountering computationally challenging cases such as the one we used as our example. In population genetics, modeling more complex evolutionary parameters such as life cycles and reproductive mechanisms, multi-dimensional fitness landscapes or dispersal may often lead to the necessity of extending the traditional models from allele frequencies (Ewens, 2004) to genotypes. Due to the diploid/polyploid nature of most higher organisms, this will necessarily increase the size of transition matrices and equation systems to be analysed. By presenting our approach, we hope to encourage and inspire others to extend and adapt our methods, thus further paving the way for the use of Markov Chain models with big, dense transition matrices.
